
Intel® NUC

A Desktop Replacement 
in 4 Inches Square

The Shape That Fits the Future.

Reduce downtime, increase productivity
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ROOM TO CHOOSE
The option for either a lightning fast M.2 SSD  
or a 2.5" SATA drive.

Intel® NUC

A Desktop Replacement 
in 4 Inches Square

VISUALLY STUNNING GRAPHICS
Intel HD Graphics 5500 with 4K display capability 
provide a seamless visual experience that requires 
no add-in card for vibrant HD video playback and 
increased speed and performance.

DESIGNED FOR PRODUCTIVITY
Intel 5th Gen Core processors give you the  
performance you need to get the job done. 

www.intel.com/NUC

BUILT FOR MANAGEABILITY 
The Intel NUC built with the 5th generation Intel® 
Core™ vPro™ processor allows you to remotely  
manage and interact with hardware and software 
even if systems are unresponsive. 

SEE THAT? 
Triple display capability lets you easily extend your workspace across  
multiple screens, making it easy to collaborate and stay on task.  

HARDWARE LEVEL SECURITY 
Trusted Platform Module 2.0 gives the Intel NUC another reliability safeguard 
that helps keep your business secure and makes it easy to encrypt data.

YOUR MINI PC SOLUTION 
With the 5th generation Intel® Core™ processor, the Intel® NUC is a 
powerful and flexible Mini PC for both enterprise PC replacement and 
thin client installments. Packing desktop features into just 4 inches 
square, the Intel NUC is designed to strengthen security across your 
business while delivering the performance your users demand. You can 
also take advantage of SSDs in the latest M.2 form factor or 2.5" HDDs 
both with RAID support for storing content reliably. Intel® HD Graphics 
5500 with 4K display capabilities display your projects and apps  
beautifully across three displays. 
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